Tissue homeostasis and cancer.
Epithelial cells are known to release an important amount of cytokines capable to modulate immune system functions. On the other hand, immune system cells can release cytokines, which play an important role in the control of the growth of epithelial cells. In this paper, we stand the hypothesis that a mutual (reciprocal) growth regulation exists between epithelial cells and immune system. We propose a model describing plausible cytokine circuits that may regulate (inhibit) both epithelial growth and epithelial inflammation. In addition, we describe how dysfunction of these circuits could lead to tumoral growth, excessive inflammation or both. A failure in the regulation of epithelial growth by the immune system could give rise to a neoplasm, and a failure in the regulation of the immune system by the epithelium could give rise to inflammatory or autoimmune diseases. This model may satisfactorily explain the link between inflammation and cancer.